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ew Procedures Will Aid Accurate Eyewitnes Identification
By Usa Bruiniers, Craig Ching,
Mark Goossens and Dan Taylor

ye\o\itness identification procedures
- photo spreads and lineups have become part of popular culrre. We know the drill from 1V: A witness
ips through photographs in a mug shot
ook or is shov.-11. a live lineup. "It's No. 4!"
Are you sure?" "Positive!" The case proeeds. The suspect is charged, tried and
onvicted - case closed.
The process seems simple and effec.ve, and it further increases our trust in
he validity and accuracy of eyewitness
:lentification procedures. Studies have
.hown, however, that the No. 1 cause of
vrongful convictions is mistaken eyewitless identification. In the United States,
:ach year, 77,000 individuals become
:liminal defendants based on eyewitness
dentification.
In 2000, attorneys Barry Scheck and
Jeter Neufeld of the Innocence Project at
~ardozo Law School conducted a study of
actors leading to wrongful convictions.
lhey found that, in 82 percent of 74 docunented wrongful convictions, mistaken
dentity was a factor.
These 74 cases of wrongful conviction
lid not involve procedural or technical
~rrors. Rau."ler, these were all cases in
Nhich the use of DNA evidence incontrolertibly proved that the person convicted
.vas innocent Scheck and Neufeld's study
.s not alone; other studies have produced
similar findings.
In 1988, Gary Wells and Eric Seelau,
both of whom have done extensive
·esearct. on eyewitness procedures,
·eviewed cases of wrongful conviction.
They found that 52 percent of the 205
:ases they studied also relied on mistaken
eyewibesses.
Exonerees who have been freed
bec;.·..s.:> ·.Jf Lll\A evidence are extremely
forn.mate t~at such evidence was available
to r:12m and had been preserved.
Unhr~n ately, with most crimes, perpetrators do not leave DNA evidence
behind. This makes it impossible for the
majority of th ose wrorurlullv accused to

Thompson was determined to remember
the details of her rapist, and she focused
on his face so she would be able to identify him.
Days later, Thompson confidently identified the rapist from a group of mug shots
and from a physical lineup. The man she
identified, Ronald Cotton, was convicted
of rape.
Thompson later learned that another
man in the same prison as Cotton was
bragging about having committed the
rape, yet she was convinced she had identified the right man. Only when DNA evidence finally exonerated Cotton - 11
years later- did Thompson question her
certainty about her identification and
Cotton's guilt
In a 2000 New York Times Op-Ed piece,
Thompson wrote, in her own words, "I
was certain, but I was wrong."
Memory contamination can arise at two
levels: the accuracy of initial recollection,
and the confidence that the recollection is
accurate. Contamination likely hapPens
when demands are made- intentional or
not - on memory retrieval. This can
occur when eyewitness identification procedures are conducted in a non-neutral,
suggestive manner, prompting a person to
create details never perceived to fill in
memory gaps.
The person's memory is contaminated
with inaccurate details, making it difficult
to distinguish between what was perceived and what details were added later.
The result is a person confident in his or
her recollection but confident of details
never perceived.
Since the legal system places so much
credence on eyewitness confidence, this
confidence must not become unjustifiably
inflated. A contaminated memory hurts
everyone involved: the innocent person
mistakenly identified, law enforcement
and society at large.
Once an eyewitness makes an identification, the investigation often comes to a
halt and focuses solely on that person. If
the witness was mistaken, valuable time
passes, allowing for other evidence and
oerhaos the oeroetrator to disappear.

recollection. While a blind procedure is a
minor change in police procedure, it will
reduce greatly the chance of mistaken
eyewitness identification.
A second proposed, small procedural
change is to show the eyewitness a group
of photos or suspects sequentially, one at
a time, rather than all at once.
The problem with the current practice
of showing photos or groups all at once is
that this often leads to the witness's making a comparative judgment Without
clear instructions that the suspect may or
may not be present, witnesses tend to
pick a person who, relative to the others
in the photo spread or lineup, most
resembles the perpetrator in their memories. The use of sequential lineups pre-

ceded by clear instructions. stating that
the suspect may or may not be included
in the photo spread or lineup, has been
shown to reduce greatly the danger of a
witness's making a mistaken identification without sacrificing accurate identification.
Third, all eyewitness identification procedures should be videotaped in order to
record suggestiveness, hints or other
inadvertent actions by the investigator
that may influence an eyewitness. A 1993
Department of Justice study found that,
where videotaping of interrogations is
standard practice, the number of convictions and guilty pleas increased and allegations of police misconduct decreased.
Recording eyewitness identification pro-

tent contamination of a witness's memorv
and thus his or her description of the perpetrator.
The case of Walter· Snyder, who was
exonerated after his initial conviction for
rape, provides an example of how this can
affect the outcome of a case. After police
told the victim that Snyder had worked in
a boiler cleaning plant, and, on suggestions l?Y the police, she amended her
description of the perpetrator to say that.
he smelled of fuel oil, something she
never perceived.
Since the Department of]ustice recommendations came out, police departments
slowly have begun to adopt them. In 2001,
New Jersey became the first state officially to implement blind testing and sequential lineups statewide.
Two years later, North Carolina fol·
lowed, adopting blind testing and sequential lineups. Across the country, individual
police departments also have adopted
some of these changes on their own, without a statewide mandate.
These recommended changes in eyewitness identification procedures - blind
eyewitness procedures, sequential lineups and photo spreads, video recording,
cedures will support the eyewitnesses' initial witness certainty statements and
credibility, making the identification more improved training of law enforcement personnel in eyewitness procedures - are
reliable and less subject to attack
Fourth, at the time witnesses initially minor, inexpensive procedural changes.
view suspects, they should be asked to The benefits to law enforcement, the
rate the level of certainty of any identifica- accused and society will be tremendous. It
tion made. This should be done particu- is time all police departments in the nation
larly as to the significant physical traits of adopt these recommendations.
the perpetrator that serve as the basis of
the identification.
Usa Bruiniers, Craig Ching, Mark
Such documentation of initial identificaGoossens and Dan Taylor, students at
tion data is crucial to counter the inherent
Golden Gate University School of Law
increase of confidence bv the witness to
in San Francisco, participated in the
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Wrongful
Convictions:
Last, police and prosecutors should be
Causes and Remedies, in conjunction
trained about the risks of providing corwith t he Northern California Innocence
roborating details of the suspect's life,
Project.
habits and employment to avoid inadver-

menrea wrongrut conVIctions, mistaKen occur when eyewitness identification proidentity was a factor.
cedures are conducted in a non-neutral,
These 74 cases of ¥:rongful conviction suggestive manner, prompting a person to
did not involve procedural or technical create details never perceived to fill in
errors. Rat"ler, these were all cases in memory gaps.
which the use of DNA evidence incontroThe person's memory is contaminated
vertibly proved that the person convicted with inaccurate details, making it difficult
was innocent Scheck and Neufeld's study to distinguish between what was peris not alone; other studies have produced ceived and what details were added later.
similar findings.
The result is a person confident in his or
In 1988, Gary Wells and Eric Seelau, her recollection but confident of details
both of whom have done extensive never perceived.
research on eyewitness procedures,
Since the legal system places so much
reviewed cases of wrongful conviction. credence on eyewitness confidence, this
They found that 52 percent of the 205 confidence must not become unjustifiably
o:: ases they studied also relied on mistaken inflated. A contaminated memory hurts
eye•,fitnesses.
everyone involved: the innocent person
Exonerees who have been freed mistakenly identified, law enforcement
bec::us2 'Jf ~NA evidence are extremely and society at large.
fortunatE that such evidence was available
Once an eyewitness makes an identifito them ar1d had been preserved. cation, the investigation often comes to a
Uniortunately, with most crimes, perpe- halt and focuses solely on that person. If
trators do not leave DNA evidence the witness was mistaken, valuable time
behind. This makes it impossible for the passes, allowing for other evidence and
majority o- those wrongfully acq1sed to perhaps the perpetrator to disappear.
counter powerful eyewitness testimony Therefore, eyewitness identification prowith the use cifDNAevidence.
cedures such as photo spreads and lineEyewitnesses in most wrongfukonvic- ups need to be conducted in a neutral,
tion cases are certain they picked the per- nonsuggestive manner.
petrator. In fact, eyewitnesses often
In 1999, the Department of justice pubremain convinced of the guilt of the lished a research report titled Eyewitness
wrongfully convicted person even after Evidence: A Guide for Law Enforcement
other, exculpatory evidence has proved . This report was the product of a group of
their identification wrong. How is this pos- 34 law enforcement officials, prosecutors,
sible?
·.
defense attorneys and criminal justice
Theories vary as to how human memo- researchers from the United States and
ry works, but all agree on how memory Canada. The report recommended
does not work: It does not record events changes that have been shown to increase
like a video system. Memory is affected greatly the reliability of eyewitness identiby the way the individual perceives the fications.
world, with the mind transforming perIf followed, these changes would
ceived details into its own mental repre- decrease the chance of contaminating
sentation.
eyewitness memory and effectively elicit
.
Consider vertical lines in clothing accurate and reliable eyewitness evidesigned to make the wearer seem taller, dence.
which may distort a person's memory of
The first recommendation is the use of
the wearer's height. Furthermore, unlike "blind" eyewitness identification proce2 video camera, not all that is perceived is
dures. A blind procedure is one in which
recorded in the brain. An individual's tl1e examiner conducting the eyewitness
mind focuses on certain details at the cost identification is unaware of whom, if any. of exciucling and ignoring other details. one at all, in the lineup or photo spread is
Memory recaii is a process that con- the suspect
The call for this change does not imply
structs remembered details into an
incomplete picture, which is why human intentional or deliberate misconduct by
memory is more subjective. fragile and, at examiners. Rather, the oral or facial
~i mes, more umeliable than a camera's
expressions that an examiner makes during the process - consciously or uncohobjective recording.
Cohsider jennifer 1nompson. who, in sciously - can work as clues or sugges1984_, was u'1e victim of a brutal rape. tions that can contaminate the witnesses'
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